Structures and impact strength variation of chemically crosslinked high-density polyethylene: effect of crosslinking density
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Impact strength of high-density polyethylene (HDPE), especially at low temperature, is crucial for its applications outdoors because of its poor impact strength. In order to improve the impact strength of HDPE, crosslinked HDPE was prepared by the addition of a peroxide crosslink agent, bis(tert-butylidioxysopropyl)benzenethexane, and the effect of the crosslinking density on the microstructures and mechanical properties, especially impact strength between −60 °C and 23 °C, were investigated. The results show that the crosslinking density is controlled by varying the content of the crosslinking agent. It is found that, at room temperature, with increase in the content of crosslink agent from 0% to 0.5−0.7%, the impact strength increases from 4 kJ m⁻² to about 80 kJ m⁻² and the elongation at break increases from 20% to about 550%. With further increase in the content of crosslink agent to 1.5%, the impact strength and the elongation at break reduce to 64 kJ m⁻² and 360% respectively. With increase in crosslink agent, the flexural modulus, yield strength, crystallinity, mean lamellar thickness, crystal size and spherulitic size and the brittle–ductile transition temperature (BDTT) decrease, and the gel content, impact strength of the HDPE at low temperature, intensity of β transition increase significantly. In considering both the room temperature mechanical properties and low temperature impact strength, the optimized content of the crosslink agent is about 0.7%. Overall, crosslinking significantly improves the toughness and impact strength of HDPE and extends its application, especially at low temperature.

1. Introduction

Polyethylene (PE) is one of the most popular plastics in many sectors of industry because of its relative good processability, chemical resistance and low cost.¹² Compared with low-density polyethylene (LDPE) and linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE), high-density polyethylene (HDPE) has relatively lower content of short and long chain branching, and higher melting temperature and modulus. However, the usefulness of HDPE as an engineering thermoplastic is still limited due to its poor impact resistance, especially under extreme conditions such as punctured at low temperature. The challenge of improving toughness continues to attract considerable interest.¹⁻³

HDPE toughened by melt blending has attracted much attention as a simple and cost-effective method.⁴ The toughening of HDPE with elastomers is a well-known method due to its high toughening efficiency and easy operation for industrial scale production. The toughening efficiency of elastomers is related to the volume fraction, rubber particle size and molecular parameters, e.g. molecular weight, glass transition temperature, etc. HDPE toughened by elastomers with lower glass transition temperature (Tg) has generally higher impact strength and lower brittle–ductile transition temperature (BDTT).⁵ Besides melt mixing with elastomer, toughening of HDPE with a rigid filler is also a commonly practiced method.⁶⁻¹¹ The stiffness, strength and toughness of HDPE/filler system increase simultaneously although the toughness efficiency is inferior to HDPE/elastomer system. While in contrast, the stiffness and strength of elastomer-toughened HDPE often decrease significantly with increase in elastomer content. Moreover, the dispersion of elastomer or/and filler in the polymer matrix is usually poor due to the incompatible nature and poor interfacial adhesion between polymer matrix and toughness modifier, resulting in poor mechanical properties.¹²

Crosslinking is one promising method for the modification of the polyethylene.¹³⁻¹⁶ A crosslinking reaction of polyethylene can be carried out in three ways: a chemical crosslinking reaction by organic peroxide, high-energy radiation crosslinking and silence-water crosslinking.¹⁷ The final result of crosslinking processing is introduction of crosslink or bridge between the macromolecular chains and forms a crosslinked network. The crosslinked network has great effects on the crystallization process through its influence on mobility and nucleation of molecular chains, which is related to the mechanical properties
of semicrystalline polymers. Smedberg discovered that PE with high molecular weight, high content of vinyl groups and low number of long chain branches had higher crosslinkability, network quality and thermal stability after crosslinked by peroxide. Khonakdar found that stress at break, modulus, yield strength, elongation at break and $T_g$ generally decreased with increase in crosslink density for the crosslinked PE because of decrease in crystallization and increase in molecular mobility and free volume. \(^{14-27}\) Wang of our lab investigated the effect of stretching temperature on the puncture resistance of peroxide crosslinked polyethylene films and found that the puncture resistances of the films stretched above melting temperature ($T_m$) were much larger than that stretched below $T_m$. Generally speaking, the molecular mobility, free volume and $T_g$ of polymer are related to its impact strength, especially impact strength at different temperature. However, studies of the effect of crosslinking on PE were mainly focused on crystallization characteristics, tensile properties, creep properties, electrical properties, and the mostly on LDPE and LLDPE. In this article, a chemical crosslinking reaction by a peroxide crosslink agent, bis(tert-butyldioxyisopropyl)benzene–hexane (BIPB), is used. BIPB is a lower odor crosslink agent in comparison with dicumyl peroxide. The effect of the crosslinking content on the impact strength of HDPE, especially at different temperature, is investigated. Investigation of structure evolution of the crosslinked HDPE has been carried out by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD), polarized light microscopy (PLM), dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The relationships between microstructures and impact properties are also discussed.

2. Experimental

2.1 Materials

A commercial grade high density polyethylene grade HDPE2911 was purchased from Fushun Petrochemical Company, China. The melt flow index is 26 g/10 min and the density is 0.960 g cm$^{-3}$. Bis(tert-butyldioxyisopropyl)benzenehexane (BIPB, grade Luperox® F flakes) was used as the peroxide crosslink agent and supplied by Arkema Chemical Co, Ltd. Tris(2,4-di-tert-butylyphenyl) phosphite grade Irgafos® 168 was used as antioxidant and purchased from BASF. All the materials were used as received without further treatments.

2.2 Samples preparation

The HDPE and other additives were blended by a Haake PTV16 co-rating twin-screw extruder. The content of antioxidant was fixed at 0.1 wt% in order to inhibit possible thermal degradation during mixing. The content of crosslink agent varied from 0 to 1.5 wt%. The mixing process was carried out at 140 °C at the screw speed of 100 rpm. At this state, the crosslink agent BIPB mixed with HDPE and other additives without going through crosslinking reaction because the mixing temperature was not sufficient to activate the peroxide initiation reaction. Sample for rheological characterization was prepared by hot press molded using a Platen press P 300 (Collin, Germany) laboratory hot press at 140 °C. The pressure was 100 bar, maintained for 3 min and then cooled to ambient temperature with a cooling rate of 10 °C min$^{-1}$.

Crosslinked sample for mechanical properties and structural characterization was prepared by hot press at 200 °C and pressure of 100 bar for 5 min, during which the crosslinking took place. Then the sheet was cooled to ambient temperature with a cooling rate of 10 °C min$^{-1}$. The thickness of the crosslinked sheet was about 4 mm. The crosslinked sample was maintained for 24 h for further characterization.

2.3 Measurement

2.3.1 Gel content. Gel content was determined by xylene extraction according to the ASTM D2765 standard. Approximately 0.3 g of sample was placed in a pouch made by 120 mesh stainless steel cloth and extracted in boiling xylene for 12 h to remove the soluble part of PE. After extraction, the samples were dried to a constant mass at 150 °C. The gel content was calculated according to the following equation:

$$\text{Gel content} = \frac{m_t}{m_0} \times 100\%$$

where $m_t$ is the final mass after extraction and $m_0$ is the initial mass of the sample.

2.3.2 Rheological behavior. Rheological behavior was measured by a Discovery Hybrid HR-2 rheometer (TA instruments) under nitrogen. A temperature sweep model was used to determine the change of complex viscosity, $\eta^*$, during the crosslinking process. A parallel plate configuration with a diameter of 25 mm and a gap of 1 mm was used for all tests. The temperature increased from 140 °C to 200 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C min$^{-1}$ and then maintained for 10 min. The strain was 1% and the frequency was 1 Hz.

2.3.3 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Crystallization characteristics were investigated by a Q2000 differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). About 5 mg of the sample were measured under nitrogen atmosphere in a heat-cool method. The sample was heated from 0 to 180 °C, held for 5 min, and then cooled to 0 °C. The heating rate and cooling rate were 10 °C min$^{-1}$. The crystallinity ($X_c$) was calculated by using the following equation:

$$X_c = \frac{\Delta H_m}{\Delta H_m^{100\%}} \times 100$$

where $\Delta H_m$ is the integrated melting enthalpy of the melting peak between 0 °C and 150 °C from DSC endothermic curve, $\Delta H_m^{100\%}$ is the melting enthalpy of polyethylene crystal with 100% crystallinity in this study. \(^{29}\) The mean lamellar crystal thickness ($l_{c,disc}$) was calculated using the empirical Gibbs–Thomson equation as follows:

$$l_{c,disc} = \frac{2\sigma_e}{\Delta H_m \left( \frac{T_m}{T_m^0} - 1 \right)}$$

where $T_m$ and $T_m^0$ are experimental and theoretical melting temperature (K) of polyethylene, respectively, and $\sigma_e$ is the
lamellar surface free energy, $\Delta H_f$ is the melting enthalpy of the lamella with infinite thickness. The constant parameters for polyethylene are $T_m = 414.5 \text{ K}$, $\sigma_e = 0.07 \text{ J m}^{-2}$ and $\Delta H_f = 288 \times 106 \text{ J m}^{-3}$.  

2.3.4 Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD). The WAXD measurements of the crosslinked HDPE were conducted in a D8 ADVANCE diffractometer, with Cu Kα radiation ($\lambda = 1.5418 \text{ Å}$) at 40 kV and 40 mA. The scanning angles were from to 10° to 90°, the scanning step is 0.02° and the scanning frequency is 0.1 s per step. The diffraction patterns were used to calculate the degrees of crystallinity and the crystallite sizes. Subsequently, the peaks in WAXD were mathematical deconvoluted by using Gaussian function and the overall crystallinity ($X_{c,xrd}$) was calculated by the following equation:

$$X_{c,xrd} = \frac{A_c}{A_c + A_a} \times 100$$

where $A_c$ and $A_a$ are the fitted areas of the crystal and amorphous peaks, respectively.  

The apparent crystalline size ($l_{hk0}$) was determined according to the Scherrer’s equation:

$$l_{hk0} = \frac{K \lambda}{\beta \cos \theta}$$

where $\theta$ is the half-width of the diffraction peak, $K$ is equal to 0.9, $\beta$ is the Bragg angle. The values of $l_{hk0}$ for (110) and (200) were calculated.

2.3.5 Polarized light microscopy (PLM). Observation of the spherulitic morphology was carried out with an Olympus BX53 Polarized light microscope. Thin slices of 5 mm in thickness were cut from the crosslinked samples by a Leica EM UC7 ultramicrotome. The slices were mounted between a glass slide and a cover slip. The magnification ratio was chosen as 200 x.

2.3.6 Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). Dynamical mechanical properties were investigated using a DMA Q800 apparatus from TA Instruments. The sample dimension was 18 x 5 x 1 mm³. A single cantilever clamping mode was used. DMA tests were carried out from −100 °C to 50 °C with a heating rate of 3 °C min⁻¹. The dynamic strain was 0.1% and the frequency was 10 Hz.

2.3.7 Impact strength. Notched Izod impact test at different temperature was performed according to ASTM D256 using a CEAST 9050 impact tester (Instron GmbH) with a thermal chamber. The temperature inside the chamber was lowered using a temperature controller connected to a liquid N₂ supply. The temperature varied from −60 °C to 23 °C. A V-shaped notched (2 mm) was made at the center of the impact specimen (100 x 10 x 4 mm) by a motorized notching machine (CEAST) with a notch-tip radius of 0.25 mm. The results were averaged over five replicates of each composition.

2.3.8 Mechanical properties. Mechanical properties were investigated using an Instron 5965 apparatus according to ASTM D638 standard. The thickness of the sample was 4 mm. The tensile rate was 50 mm min⁻¹ and the bending rate was 2 mm min⁻¹. Each measurement included five samples and the average results were adopted.

3. Results and discussions

3.1 Rheological properties and gel content

Peroxide crosslinking is a series of free radical reactions induced by high temperature decomposition of peroxide. Active free radical could be generated when peroxide (ROOR⁻) is heated, and then free radical captures hydrogen of PE molecular chain, generating PE molecular chain with free radical. Because PE molecular chain with free radical possesses high reaction activity, crosslinking reaction takes place and inter-molecular chemical bonds generate, when the molecular chain free radicals meet each other (Fig. 1).  

To elucidate the effect of crosslinking agent on molecular mobility and network structure, HDPE was crosslinked by different content of BIPB, and the rheological properties and gel content were investigated. The results are shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1. For the peroxide crosslinked polyethylene, the crosslink process is controlled by the temperature of the sample. With increase in the temperature from 140 °C to 200 °C, the peroxide BIPB decomposes and crosslinking processing takes place randomly in the molten state in which the HDPE has only amorphous structure. The complex viscosity remains relatively low below 170 °C (or approximately 150 s). When the temperature reaches above 175 °C, the complex viscosity of the crosslinked HDPE increases rapidly. At about 200 °C (or 350 s), the complex viscosity reaches the plateau, indicating the completion of the crosslinking process. With increase in BIPB content, the loss factor (tan δ) decreases, revealing the transition from linear to network structure and, consequently, increase in elasticity. The complex viscosity of the crosslinked HDPE increases significantly with increase in crosslinking temperature as well as crosslinking agent content, and the increased viscosity suggests that the mobility of the molecular chains is prohibited significantly. As shown in Table 1, the gel content increases rapidly with increase in BIPB content in the low concentration region. Above 0.7% BIPB content, the gel fraction gradually increases and appears to become saturated at a maximum gel content of about 96%.

3.2 Thermal behaviour

The crystal parameters of semicrystalline polymers have considerable effect on their mechanical properties. The crystallization characteristics were investigated by DSC. The melting curves are shown in Fig. 3 and the crystal parameters
are illustrated in Table 2. All the specimens have a distinct melting endothermic peak. With increase in BIPB content, the peak melting temperature ($T_{\text{mp}}$) and melting endothermic peak intensity decrease. The crystallinity ($X_{c,dsc}$) decreases from 74.3% to 42.2% and the mean lamellar thickness decreases from 22.0 nm to 10.0 nm. These results indicate that the crystallization process and chain folding are prohibited because of the decrease in mobility of the molecular chains after crosslinking by BIPB.

### 3.3 WAXD analysis

The crystal parameters of the crosslinked HDPE were investigated by WAXD. The WAXD data were obtained at room temperature from the crosslinked HDPE samples retaining the thermal history of hot press-molding. The results are shown in Fig. 4. There are two peaks at 21.5° (110) and 23.9° (200) and the position of reflection peaks remains unchanged with increase in BIPB content. On the other hand, as the BIPB content
increases, the intensity of the two peaks decreases. Moreover, the crystallinity calculated by XRD data (X_{c,xrd}) and the crystallite size of (110) and (200) decrease significantly with initial increase in the content of BIPB. It is interesting to note that, at higher BIPB content, the crystallinity and the crystallite size decrease gradually, with l_{110} and l_{200} exhibiting inflecting points at 0.5% and 1.0% BIPB, respectively. The results are consistent with the observed increase in gel content, and prove the strong suppression effects of network on the formation of the crystallite. The WAXD crystallinity data are in good agreement with that of the DSC data.

3.4 Polarized light microscopy analysis

The crystal structure of un-crosslinked and crosslinked HDPE was observed using PLM. The results are shown in Fig. 5. With increase in BIPB content, the spherulitic size decreases significantly in the low BIPB content region (below 0.7%) due to the apparent increase in gel content and the suppression of chain folding and growth of spherulites during crystallization. Above 0.7% BIPB, the spherulitic size of the crosslinked HDPE decreases slightly.

For the un-crosslinked and crosslinked HDPE with 0.1% BIPB, the crystal structures exhibit obvious banded spherulites because of the lamellar twist. With increase in the content of BIPB, the band pattern disappears which is probably due to the suppression of the chain mobility and lamellar twist.

3.5 Impact strength

The effect of BIPB content and the testing temperature on the impact strength of crosslinked HDPE were investigated. The results are presented in Fig. 6. As shown in the Fig. 6(a), the impact strength of un-crosslinked and crosslink HDPE with 0.1% BIPB change very little and the impact strength is about 4–6 kJ m⁻². With further increase in BIPB content from 0.1% to 0.7%, the specimen changes from brittle to ductile and the impact strength of the crosslinked HDPE samples increase significantly at room temperature (23 °C) because of the decrease in crystallinity, lamellar thickness and crystallite size and the increase in ductility.

For semicrystalline polymer, the impact strength varies with the change of temperature, and the impact strength at low temperature becomes more and more important because of the transition from ductile to brittle with decrease of temperature. The impact strength of crosslinked HDPE samples with different crosslink density are shown in Fig. 6(b). The amount of energy required to break the crosslinked HDPE varies widely with temperature and the content of BIPB. Compared with the un-crosslinked HDPE, the impact strength of crosslinked HDPE with 0.1% BIPB barely changes in the temperature of −60 °C...
and 23 °C. For the crosslinked HDPE with high crosslink density, a dramatic change in the impact strength is observed when the temperature exceeds its brittle–ductile transition temperature (BDTT). The BDTT of the crosslinked HDPE decreases with increase in BIPB content.

### 3.6 Dynamic mechanical properties

Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) over wide temperature ranges gives detailed information of the chemical and physical structure of polymer which is related to its mechanical properties. According to the literature, DMA of PE reveals three peaks, known at \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma \) transition, in which the \( \beta \) transition temperature is attributed to the amorphous phase. The \( \beta \) transition occurs between \(-30 \, ^\circ\text{C}\) and \(10 \, ^\circ\text{C}\), and it is generally described that the \( \beta \) transition is due to the motion of branches in the amorphous matrix.\(^4\)\(^5\)\(^6\) It has also been shown that the \( \beta \) transition is the glass transition temperature which is related to transition of dynamic mechanical properties.\(^7\)

The dynamic mechanical properties of the crosslinked HDPE were investigated. The results are displayed in Fig. 7. The storage modulus increases with decrease in temperature due to the decrease of free volume, and the storage modulus decreases with increase in BIPB content because of decrease in crystallinity. For the un-crosslinked polyethylene, the \( \beta \) transition is very little and hardly to be seen. With increase in BIPB content, the \( \beta \) transition increases significantly and the \( \beta \) transition peak becomes more and more evident. In fact, with increase in BIPB content, more and more crosslinks are formed and the crosslink density of the crosslinked HDPE increases. The crystallinity, lamellar thickness and crystal size decrease. The content of amorphous phase increases, leading to increase in the intensity of \( \beta \) transition. With increase in BIPB content, the increase of \( \beta \) transition contributes to the increase of energy dissipation during impact tests, leading to increase of the impact strength at low temperature.

### 3.7 Mechanical properties

The mechanical properties of the crosslinked HDPE were also investigated and the results are show in Fig. 8. The flexural modulus and the yield strength decrease with increase in BIPB content because of the decrease in crystallinity. The elongation at break increases with increase in BIPB content in the range of 0% and 0.7% because of the decrease in crystallinity and increase in ductility. The elongation at break decreases with further increase in BIPB content, and this is probably attributed to the suppression of mobility and orientation of the molecular chains during elongation.

### 4. Conclusions

HDPE is crosslinked with different content of peroxide (BIPB). It is found that, with increase in BIPB content, the elasticity, viscosity and gel content increase significantly, and the crystallinity, lamellar thickness, spherulitic size and crystal size decrease. The decrease of the lamellar thickness and crystal size increase the ductility. With decrease of crystallinity, the content of amorphous phase increases, leading to increase of the intensity of \( \beta \) transition and energy dissipation, and the brittle–ductile transition temperature decreases. The impact strength at low temperature increases significantly. With increase in the crosslinking density, the modulus and yield strength of the crosslinked HDPE decrease because of decrease in crystallinity, while the elongation at break exhibits an maximum with sharp increase at low BIPB content and then decrease gradually at higher BIPB content because of the competition between
increase of toughness and decrease of mobility during orientation.
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